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I.      HDO MEASUREMENTS ON 2-1   P(6), P(7). AND P(8) DF LINES 

Absorption of the 2-1 P(6), P(7), and P(8) DF laser lines by HDO- 
nttrogen mixtures has been measured.    An earlier report gave «results 
for the 3-2 P{6), P(7), and P(8) lines  [2].    The equipment, data rerc.cnng 
procedures, and sample preparation techniques have been describ^u in 
earlier reports Cl. 2] and will  therefore not be ^peated h^.e. 

The lead selenide detectors were rdctllbftttd for linearity prior 
to these measurements.    This was necessary since some time had elapsed 
since the last calibration and the last calibration had been done for 
the 3-2 DF lines which have a lower power level than the 2-1  lines.    The 
calibration procedure was the same as described earlierCl]. 

The water samples used were:    for the 2-1 P(6) line,  .01% D2O, 1.99% 
HDO, balance H2O; for the 2-1  P(7) line,, .003% D2O, 1.02% HDO, balance H2O; 
and for the 2-1 P(8) line, .12% D2O, 6.22% HDO, balance H2C.    The mixtures 
were chosen so thai i?e absorption coul ! be accurately measured in a 
731.7 meter path. 

Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the results for tie 2-1  P(6), P(7), and P(8) 
lines, respectively.    The absorption cell path length was 731.7 meters, 
and it originally contained 15 torr of the HDO-enriched water mixture plus 
nitrogen to a total pressure of 760 torr.    The lower points on the curve 
were then obtained by partially pumping out the sample and refilling with 
nitrogen to 760 torr. 

For each line a least squares fit of the data to an expression of 
the form k = Ap + Bp2 was made, where k is the absorption coefficient 
and p is the partial pressure of enriched water vapor in torr.    The 
derived expression is presu.ied to be 1 more accurate characterization of 
the absorpcion coefficient than any individual data point.    For the 
2-^ P{61 line, the derived expression is: 

i 
1 

k = .225 p + 1.36 x 10"3 p2 km-1; 

for 2-1 P(7), 

k = .202 p + 1.78 x 10'3 p2 km"1; 

and for 2-1 P{8), 

k = 7.00 x 10'2 p + 1.20 x 10"3 p2 km"1, 

with p in torr. 

In Table I the above expressions are listed as extrapolated to an 
assumed abundance of HDO and HpO of 0.03% along with ttie expressions 
obtained previously for the 3-2 lines.    This was done by multiplying the 
coefficients A and B by .03/x, where x is the percent HDO concentration 
of the mixture used to make the measurements. 

1 
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Fig.  1.    HOO absorption for the 2-1  P(6)  DF laser line. 
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Fig. 2.    HDO absorption for the 2-1 P(7) DF laser line. 
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Fig.  3.    HÜ0 absorption for the 2-1  P(8)  DF laser line. 
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These expressions have been evaluated at 14.26 torr for each line 
and the values  listed in Table I along with the absorption coefficients 
predicted from the AFCRL tape. 

It should be pointed out that the expressions for absorption 
coefficients in Table I are only valid at 240C and 760 torr total 
pressure.    The temperature dependence and total pressure dependence of 
tne absorption coefficients nave not been investigated experimentally. 

TABLE I 

IdPnt V 

Kexp 
.03% HDO, 760 Torr Total 

Kexp 
14.26 Torr 

Kcalc. 
11.26 Torr 

(cm"1) pressure (Km"  ) H20  (Km-1) H20 (Km-1) 

2-1 P(6) 26R0.178 3.39  x 10"3 p + 2.05 x 10-5 p^ 5.24 x 10-2 3.71 x 10-2 

2-1  P(7) 2655.863 5.94 x ID"3 p + 5.24 x 10-5 p2 9.54 x 10"2 7.25 x 10"2 

2-1  P(8) 2531.067 3.38 x 10"4 p + 5.78 x 10"6 p2 6.00 x 10"3 9.14 x 10"3 

3-2 P(6) 2594.198 1.11  x 10-3 p + 7.62 x 10-6 p2 1.74 x 10"2 7.23 x 10"3 

3-2 P(7) 2570.::: 4.71   x 10"4 p + 9.31  x 10-6 p£ 5.61  x lO-3 4.63 x 10"J 

1.15 x 10-3 
3-2 P(8) 2546.375 1.45  x 10"4 p + 1.93 x 10-6 p2 2.46 x 10"3 

Since the water samples  used also contained an ennanced U2O concen- 
tration as well as ennanced HDO, it is possible tnat some error might be 
introduced due to the D2O absorption.    This possibility was investigated 
at each of the 2-1  lines by measuring the aosorption of a sample of 
pure DpO vapor broadened witn dry air.    Tne Ü2O vapor pressure was 0.21 
torr wnicn is 12-500 times the D2O partial pressures at the highest 
water vapor pressure for the H[)0 measurements presented in Figures 1, 2, 
and 3.    There was measurable Ü2O absorption, however if the measurements 
are extrapolated to the conditions prevailing in the HDO absorption 
measurements the Ü2O contribution to the absorption coefficient at tne 
hignest water vapor pressure is  .02 or .03 wMch is less than the 
scatter in tne experirental  data.    Tnerefore, ^2° absorption may be 
safely ruled out as a source of error in the HDO absorption measurements 
for the 2-1  laser lines. 

II.     H2O ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTS ON 2-1  P(6), P(7), AND P(8) 

Absorption of tne 2-1 P(6), P(7), and P{8) DF laser lines by H20-air 
and H20-nitrogen mixtures nas been measured.    It was originally thought 
that water abosrption would be too small to measure accurately in the 
White cell at roon temperature.    However, preliminary spectrophone 
measurements made at United Aircraft Corporation C4] indicated higher 
absorption on some lines than had been expected.    It was therefor decided 
that witn a very carefully performed experiment it might be possible to 
measure the absorption directly in the White cell. 

f ii «-■■ 
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Improvements in the White cell optics which art; discussed later in 
this  report made it possible to increase tne path length to 1.34 kilo- 
meters with only a small  increase in insertion loss.    Also, a new pulsed 
laser was constructed wnich was primarily intended to eliminate RF noise 
emission.    Wnile testing the new laser, it was also found that the average 
power was improved significantly over the earlier model.    This made 
possible the use of thermopile detectors which eliminated the need for 
detector linearity correction wnich had been a source of error with the 
measurements   using tne lead selenide detectors. 

The thermopiles were carefully snielded in styrofoam to reduce 
the effect of air currents and short term fluctuations in room temperature, 

In previous measurements the ratio of input to output for the 
evacuated cell  and the cell  filled with the desired sample has been 
determined by making 500 separate ntasurements of the rai-io over about 
a 1  minute period and using the average as tne final  value.    Tne sample 
transmittance is then just the quotient of the ratio obtained with the 
sample in the cell  and the  ratio obtained with the cell evaluated.    The 
absorption coefficient is then obtained by dividing the negative of the 
natural  logarithm of the transmittance by the path length. 

For the measurements of HUG, H2O, and CH4 absorption it was possible 
to measure the absorption coefficient at several  absorber concentrations 
and use least-squares curve-fitting techniques to improve the accuracy 
of tne measurements.    This was not possible for the H2O neasurements, 
however, since the absorption at the nigiiest water vapor pressure was 
sti 11 quite low. 

The procedure used therefore was to repeat the mee urpment of input 
to output ratio described above several  times in a period of a half-hour. 
These ratios are then averaged to obtain a final value.    Also, the ratio 
for the evacuated cell  is measured both before and after the neasurement 
of ratio for the sample.    Transmittances may then be calculated using 
each empty cell  ratio separately or trie average of the ratios.    The 
entire procedure was repeated two or three times for each  line, i.e., 
on different days and different water samples. 

Measurements were ii.ade with a path length of 1.341 km., water vapor 
pressure of 14.3 torr and total  pressure including dry air or nitrogen 
of 760 torr.    Both dry air and nitrogen were used as broadening gases, 
and within error limits no difference in absorption coefficient was 
observed.    Also, there was no observable difference between the trans- 
mittance of the evacuated cell  and i^e transmittance of the cell when 
filled with either dry air or nitrogen. 

The data are presented in Tables  II,  III, and IV for the 2-1  P(6), 
P(7), and P(8) DF laser lines.    The ratio of input to output measured 
with the sample in the cell  is designated Ri.    The ratio measured for 
the evacuated cell before the sample is admitted is BK^ , and the ratio 
measured when the cell is evacuated after measuring the sample is 
designated BK^. 

6 
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TABLE II 

H20 ABSORPTION ON THE 2-1 P(6) OF LASER LINE AT 2680.178 cm"! 

_J_   K (km-1)   Avg K (km-1) 

R1/BK11 = 1.071/1,183 
R1/BK12 = 1.071/1/182 
R2/BK21 = 1.071/1.181 
R2/BK22 = 1.071/1.192 

Rl/ 
BK11+BK12 

1.07:/1.1825 

R2/ÖK21+BK22. r, 1#ü7V-;J865 

0.905 
0.906 
0.097 
0.898 

0.905 

0.903 

0.074 
0.074 
0.073 
0.080 

0.074 

0.076 

0.075 

0.075 

TABLE III 

H20 ABSORPTION ON THE 2-1   P(7)  DF LASER LINE AT 2655.863 cnH 

T K (km-1)        Avg K [kgjj 

R1/BK11 = 1.055/1.196 
R1/BK12 = 1.055/1.204 
R2/BK21 = 1.033/1.204 
R2/BK22 = 1.033/1.211 
R3/BK31 = 1.045/1.211 
R3/BK32 = 1.045/1.170 

R1/BK1UBK12 = 1-055/1#200 

R2/ BK21+BK22 1.033/1.208 

R3/BK31+BK32 =  1#045/1#191 

0.882 
0.876 
0.858 
0.853 
0.863 
0.893 

0.879 

0.855 

0.878 

0.094 
0.099 
0.114 
0.119 
0.110 
0.084 

0.096 

0.116 

0.097 

0.103 

0.103 

rw - - 
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TABLE  IV 

H2O ABSORPTION ON THE 2-1   P(8)  OF LASFR LINE AT 2631.067 cm"I 

T K (km-1) Avg K (km-1) 

R1/BK11 = 1.422/1.499 0.948 0.039 
R1/BK12 = 1.422/1.484 0.958 0.032 
R2/BK21 = 1.414/1.484 0.953 0.036 0-0375 

R2/BK22 = 1.414/1.498 0.944 0.043 

R2/BK11^BK12 ■  1.422/1.492 0.953 0.036 
0.038 

R2/ÜK21oBK22 ■ 1.414/1.491 0.948 0.040 

In Table V the average values  for each line are compared with the 
HDO measurements  reported earlier in this  report; calculated H2O values 
from the AFCRL tape; and H2O continuum values obtained using Burch's data 

TABLE V 

1 2 3 
H20 HDO Burch 1+2+3               HoO 

Line                   calc measured continuum measured 
 jknH) (km"1) (km-1) (km-1)            (knH) 

2-1  P(6)        2.44x10-4 5.24xl0-2 2.12x10-2 7.38xl0-2      7.5xl0-2 

2-1  P(7)        4.61x10-6 9.54x10-2 1.93x10-2 I.l5xl0-1      1.03X10-1 

2-1  P(8)        5.05x10-3 6.00x10-3 1.78x10-2 2.89x10-2      3.8x10-2 

On the 2-1 P(6) line, calculated H20 is very small  and the measured 
HDO absorption plus Burch continuum agree quite well with the measured 
M value.    Agreement is not as good on the 2-1  P(7)  line, although the 
HÜ0 measurement added to the continuum value is certainly within the 
experimenta1 scatter shown in Table III.    On the 2-1 P(8)  line, agree- 
ment is agai" only fair although here the difference could be attributed 
to an error in calculating the local wate«' contribution. 
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I 
In conclusion, it would appea- from these measurements that the 

continuum calculated by extrapolating Burch's high temperature measure- 
ments is very nearly correct. 

IIL    WHITE CELL IMPROVEMENTS 

Improvements have been made in the White cell which helped make 
the H20 measurements just described possible. 

First, the White cell mirrors were cleaned using a mild detergent 
and rinsed with distilled water and ethanol.    This increased the mirror 
reflectivity and reduced the insertion loss. 

When an attempt was made to increase the path length from    732 to 
1.341 kilometers  (48 to 88 traversals), it was discovered that the output 
spot ;;ize had increased so much that the spots overlapped on the single 
mirror.    Using a program which calculated the spot size of a Gaussian laser 
beam anywhere in an optical system containing up to 10 elements, it was 
discovered that error in mirror separation in the White cell would cause 
the spot at the single mirror to grow as the path length was increased. 
That is, the White cell mirrors must be separated by exactly their radius 
of curvature.    There is some small increase in spot size if the beam is 
not focussed properly at the entrance to the White cell, but the increase 
is small and it is not cumulative. 

The mirror separation was adjusted using a white light source and the 
optical setup shown in Fig. 4.    An image was formed at point 0 in the plane 
of mirror C which then filled mirror A.    The imag»; was observed in the 
plane of mirror C at the output with the cell set for 64 passes.    The 
separation was then adjusted to make that image as sharp as possible. 

It W'iS found that the mirrors had been about 1 cm too far apart. 
Since the mirror separation is 15.24 meters, this is not a large error, 
but it does cause problems if long path lengths are desired.    The 1  c. 
error did not cause a problem with the White cell set at .7317 km. 

From the above discussion, it is obvious that for a White cell which 
is designed to be either heated or cooled some provision must be nade for 
keeping the mirrors properly separated as the cell expands and contracts. 

With the above improvements, it was possible to use <-he White cell 
at 88 traversals.    With the large number of traversals a very small 
change in the position of mirror A or B causes a noticeable movement 
in the position of the output spot.    It is therefore necessary to monitor 
the position of the output spot and the number of traversals before each 
measurement and readjust the spot position if there has been a change. 

I 
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IV.    SMALL PULSED DF LASER 

Although the pulsed laser used previously was fairly satisfactory, 
it was decided that a more portable laser was needed.    In particular   a 
laser was needed which had very little RF noise emission, since the  * 
large shielded room was taking up much needed laboratory space      it was 
also felt that improved optical stability could be maintained if the 
laser could be mounted on the same table with the White cell entrance 
optics. 

The previous laser used a high voltage power supply to charge a 
capacitor to 12-15 kv.    The capacitor was then discharged through a 
thyratron to excit° the laser.    This arrangement caused a great deal of 
Rp nois; emission. 

The   ,mall pulsed laser built by UlteeCS] used a different power 
supply desioi. than that described above.    Ultee's power supply charged 
a 1 microf?rad capacitor to about 600 volts and discharged it through 
a pulse transformer to get the high voltage required by the laser tube. 
This desicn has the advantage that tr.s high-voltage pulses are restricted 
to the output of the pulse transformer and the laser tube.    These 
components can be fairly easily shielded to eliminate RF noise emission. 
Using circuit diagrams provided by Ultee, a pulser has been con- 
structed. 

Also, a nr.w tube has been designed and built which has an active 
length of 20 centimeters and inside diameter of 5.5 millimeters.    This 
compares to an active length of about 30 centimeters and inside diameter 
of 8.7 millimeters for the previous laser.    The new tube has one inlet 
at the center of the tube for the main gas mixture, and an exhaust port 
at either end as well as helium inlet ports at the Brewster windows. 

It had been observed on the previous laser that the copper electrodes 
became fouled after a period of time, particularly the one at the high- 
voltage end.    This could possibly have been copper sulfate.    A couple 
of different electrode configurations were tried.    The most satisfactory 
solution seems to be a nickel  rod at the low-voltage enc1, and a tungsten 
rod at the high-voltage end insulated with teflon tape oxctpt at the tip. 

The optical cavity for the new laser consists of a 300  ii::e/mm 
grating blazed at 3.5Mm and a 20 meter radius of curvature Germanium 
mirror coated for greater than 80% reflectivity between 3Mm and 4pm. 
The grating and mirror are separated by 80 cm.    The grating mount is of 
the same design as that used on the previous laser.    The output mirror 
is mounted in a commercial gimbal mount. 

The laser is constructed on a 3/4" aluminum plate, ten inches wide 
and thirty-nine inches long.    Along one side of the laser is a 1/4" 
aluminum plate.    Attached to the plate are a box containing the oscillator, 
fe.'dthroughs for the gases and a vacuum gauge which reads the pressure at 

11 
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ulmV^ P?rtS 0f the ]'Ser tube-    The mirror »Wt, grating mount 
-aser tube, storage capac-tor, tliyratron. and pulse transformer arTali 

KÄ,i?.Ä ■£ Plat^    ^r iS an ^"-nSm bL macheTtoX3   se Dlate and ST de plate wmch encloses everything but the mirror mount and 
grating mount     There ar* small holes ir. the ends of ?he box to let the 
laser beam out.    Figure 5 shows the laser with the shield box reeved 

' 

Since the laser tube was not exactly the same as Ultee's,  it was 
Z'nr^^ US? a .different Pulse trans^for^r a d sto^ ^c pa    to?5 

tube suoo v396^0 ^^^f
the."P^itor is supplied by a p'hotoS     fplier 

tube supply.    The capacitor is charged to about 1200 to 1300 volts. 

The new laser comp itely eliminated the RF noise emission exo-rienreH 
with the earlier laser and in addition the average power   s^ncrea^by 

JtTin 0f f0Ur.0r 2^    ^rt of the inc^ase Sw from a faster pulse 
LH th^0 PPS  rather than 35) made Possible beca^e the tube is smaller and the vacuum pump is the same (500 1/m). »"■"•r 

lo.noJ f c°nVaser )(ery.similar to the one described above was built and 
loaned to Professor Rao in the Ohio State University Physics Department 
so the laser .me frequencies could be measured using a very accurate 
grating spectrometer.    The values are given in Table VI for each of the 
lines observed in the small  laser.    The accuracy of the measurements is 

An accurate knowledge of the line frequencies is necessary in order 

the^FCR^lTnrdatf'0 predictions of the Sorption coefficients using 

TABLE VI 

OBSERVED DF LASER LINES 

Identification 
Band     Transition 

*l-0 
1-0 
1-0 
1-0 
1-0 
'-0 
1-0 
1-0 
1-0 
1-0 

*l-0 
*l-0 

P(2) 
P(3) 
P(4) 
P(5) 
P(6) 
P(7) 
P(8) 
P(9) 
P(10) 
P(n) 
P{12) 
P(13) 

Frequency 
(cnrT 

2862.653 
2839 791 
2816.380 
2792.434 
2767.968 
2 742.998 
2717.539 
2691.607 
2665.219 
2638.392 
2611.142 
2583.486 

Identification 
Band     Transl tlon 

2-1 
2-1 
2-1 
2-1 
2-1 
2-1 
2-1 
2-1 
2-1 
2-1 
2-1 

*2-l 

P(2) 
P(3) 
P(4) 
P{5) 
P(6) 
P(7) 
P(8) 
P(9) 
P(10; 
P(11) 
P(12) 
P(13) 

Frequency 
(cnrl) 

2772.340 
2750.094 
2727.309 
2 703.999 
2680.17? 
2655.863 
2631.068 
2605.807 
2580.097 
2553.953 
2527.391 
2500.^28 

1 Noi observed In this  lastr. Included for convenience, 

. Identification 
Band     Transit! on 

'3-2 P 2 2683.890 
3-2 Pi 2662.246 
3-2 P 4 2640.074 
3-2 P 5 2617.386 
3-2 P 6 2594.198 
3-2 p{7: 2570.522 
3-2 m 2546.375 
3-2 P{9 2521.769 
3-2 P(10 2496.721 
3-2 P(ll 2471.245 
3-2 P(12 2445.356 
3-2 P(l' 2419.070 

Frequency 
(cm-1) 

12 

mm 
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V.     IMPROVEMENTS  IN CALCULATION PROGRAMS 

Calculations made from the AFCRL Line Compilation tape a-e a verv 

t e c ^c'uiali n.' LCrrime^al .WOrk-    Past experienceTas^own that the ca.culationb are frequently in error quantitatively by a factor of 
LL'JS?:    H0WeV!r' they are 9enerally *** Qualitatively and giSe a 
reasonably accurate p^ture of the cnaracter of the absorption spectrum 

Tines'a^h'steT*"^ 0f ^^ '^^ *"  ^ pertinent «^^ 

cnoJhere 5,r!.baS^ally ^ Pro9rams used.    One calculates synthetic 
spectra and the other calculates single frequency absorption.    The 
hiySt^C been

/4
des^ib^ before ft, 7], however, since modifications 

the ^?Cf?cat?Sns!    ' deSCriptions wil1 be »**** ^ deluding 

Tne most recent modifications are (1) the addition of the Voigt 
profile to both programs so that calculations may be made at low 
Er6!5^5 und ?] the output of the Plot Program has been changed so 
that the absorption coefficient rather than the transmittance is plotted. 

The basic quantity calculatea by the programs is 

(!) -In (transmittance) = k'u 

where k' is in units (mol - cm-2)-1 and u is in units mol -cm-2. There 
are two different equations used to calculate k' depending on the total 
pressure.    For pressures above about 75 torr, tne Lorentz profile is used- 

(2) k' =i 
(v -  v  )2 + ot^ 

0 L 

For iQMr pressures, the Voigt profile is used: 

(3) n3/2    J 
d t 

2 + V  -   V 
aDt 

Un2)1/2 

na 
In the above equations, S is the line strength; aD, the Doppler 

lf-width, is given by 

(4) aD= 3.5812 xlO-7  | J)1/2 v0 I 
where T is the temperature in degrees k, M is the molecular weights of 
the molecule, and v0 is the transition frequency. 

14 
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1 
The Lorent? half-width at standard temperature and pressure is read 

from the data tape.    This  value must thsn be corrected for the conditions 
of pressurr  and temperature of the model atmosphere. 

In order to derive the required relationships, it is useful  to write 
the kinetic theory half-width as follows: 

(5) i SET 
1/2 

CaN2 
Pe 

where k is Boltzmann's constant, CtMj is a constant related to the sum 
of the optical collision diameters and the mass of the absorbing molecule 
and nitrogen, and Pe is the effective pressure given in general by 

(6) Pe Pa B + | P.  Fi 

Here Pa is the partial pressure of the absorbing qas, B is the self-brcad- 
ening gas i.    Note that F for nitrogen is defined" to be one. 

! compilation gives the line 
^ (mol  - cnr2)-1  at 296 K. 

For each absorption line, the AFCRL lint 
frequency in cm~l,   the line strength in cnr 
the Lorentz half-width in cnrl - atm-1 at 296 K, the energy of the lower 
energy state of the transition in cm-1, the energy levels involved in the 
transition, and the isotope and type of molecule.    For use at tempera- 
tures other than 296 K and pressures different from one atmosphere, 
the line strength and half-width must be corrected using the following 
equations: i 

(7) 

and 

S = S 
lvo 

8X    E' T - To 
"TTT 

(8) 
\ \o 

where subscript o refers to the values given in the comp" iation, Qv is 
the vibrational partition function, (To/T)BX is the ratio ov the 
rotational partition functions, and Ee is the energy of tKe lower energy 
state. 

Equation 8 follows  from equation (5).    The exponent on ^ is given as 

CX rather than 1/2 since it has been determined experimentally that CX 
is actually about .58 for CO2 and .62 for H2O [9, 14]. 

lb 
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The vibrational partition functions have been givc-n by McClatchey [8]. 
At OSU, however,  the ratio ov vibrational partition functions Qv0/Qv has 
been taken to be nearly one and therefore ignored although it could be 
indued ir uncertainties in line-shape and half-width were reduced lo the 
point where errors in Qv0/Qv were significant. 

Assuming 2960K for To, 1  atm for Po and using k = .6951  cnrV0S the 
strength and half-width corrections become 

E, 

(9) S = S, 296 BX 
■I T-2961 

"29rr 

and 

(10) a.    =   a,      P 
L       La   e 

/ T0 \ CX 

The assumed values for the self-broadening coefficient B, BX, and 
CX are given for each molecule in Table VII. 

TABLE VII 

Molec ule B BX CX 

ri2o 1.24 1.0 .5 

H4 1.3 1.5 .5 

H20 5.0 1.5 .62 

co2 1.3 1.0 .58 

03 1.0 1.5 .5 

CO 1.02 1.0 .5 

16 
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Equation  (2) gives the absorotion coefficient k'  t^ nna    k 

individual  line contributions, ?"e?       9 ^ by the SUmmation of a11  the 

(11) k' = i   I I   i 
"11 

(v-  v,)^ 
II 

th. fon.i„g Ä52!,{: £ Ä^r^ inee
k'f]rte

d
r:

s,n9 

(12) . (molecules/cm2) - 2.69 x »11 p (atm) L (cm)  (273/T). 

may specify a continuum of the form k M = A   t a,    ? «   .?   !^" 
added to the calculated k(„) at ea™ V^t o^fo fitter L 
aUo specify a set of fluencies corresponding to laser   ines or St 
frequencies of interest, and the program draws a vertical    inl on Z 
P ?h llo^rf"^* fr'Jq^"cy-    The W™ the"      c 1 Uf     for 
(2) and P   f„r^^KPa^t,a,/re"r and «"^rature using Egu ?[on 

^d'se3? .^ordenrSrc^rfi^nt'^^ Tl£^& ^ S"' 

•• J^JIA^ t e Pr09ra,,1 is ^ ^routine which calculates k'u     It 
is adapted from one written by Deutschman and Calfee [9].    At any point 
BOUNnnf" ^Ut'n^COnSJderS contrib^ions from absorption lines with n 
BOUND of v in either direction.    Recognizing the uncertainty in the 

se0t to 2 Tr 2 Tn-f fF
requencieS far '"* !<~ center. BOUND ?s  u ually 

!± ROMNn   fL     K     :•  F0r!aC? separate abso-Ption line in the range 
v± BOUND   the subroutine calculates the contribution using either 
Equation (2)  (Lorentz profile) or Equation (3)  fVoigt profile)    and the 
appropriate u for the absor'.er beinc, consicter4d:   Whether   he Lorentz 
or Voigt profile is used is determined by the ratio a /a    is g^er 

17 
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than five trie Lorentz profile is used, otherwise trie Voigc profile is 
used.    Tne contributions fron each absorption line are then adde^ 
togetner to get the total k'u for local  line absorption.    If the user 
.las specified a continuum, it is evaluated at this time at the frequency 
v and added to k'u.    This procedure is repeated for each point on the 
plot. 

Tne program plots the absorption coefficient in km-1 on a logaritnmic 
scale with tne scale limits calculated automatically for the most effec- 
tive presentation. 

Larlier versions of   hU program plotted the transmittance rather 
than tne absorption coefricient.    It would seem, however, that this is 
le'3s desirable since by improper choice of path length and absorber 
amount it would be possible to calculate a spectrum showing total 
absorption or total transmittance, whereas the absorption coefficient 
plot will always show the spectral structure no matter what absorber 
amount is specified. 

Tne program wnich calculates single-frequency absorption  is very 
similar with a few exceptions.    The absorption coefficient is calculated 
for only one absorber at a time, however, calculations may be made for 
c nuirtoer of ausorber pressures and frequencies at the same time. 

The otner main difference is that the Lorentz line shape is not 
used, but rather a modification to the Lorentz line shape suggested by 
Trusty £6].    The alternate shape has the form 

(12) k = 

k = 

C(Vn^L 
—r 9 5> 
n[(v-vO)  +aLH 

c(Vn)SaL    .      vmn 

lifu 2+a.    1 (v-vO)' 
L m     L j 

0 <   h o m 

^m • I 
where 

(13) C(vm,n) = 

A< / 
■m 

Kd> 

is added so that the line strength has the usual definition of the 
integrated absorption coefficient over the entire line.    The integra- 
tions in Equation  (13) may be performed directly to give for C(v •!)] 

18 
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(14) C(vni,nj 2 [^"'(vj ♦ vm/((v^+l)(n. !))] 

.he modification location ^ and modifier power n are specified by the 
user.    For v,,, > 30 OL and n = 2e  the modified shape reduces to the 
Lorentz sha^e.    For n < 2 t .e alternate line shape has more winq 
absorption than the Lorent7 .hape and for n > 2 the wing absorption 
is   lass. 3 K 

VI.     CO2 LASER MEASUREMENTS 

A. Background 

Measurements have recently been made of the absorption by water 
vapor of two CO2 laser lines, R20 at 975.930 cm-l  and P20 at 944.194 cm"1. 

McCoy originally measured the water vapor absorption of the P20 
line in 1968 [10].    It was, however, considered important to repeat the 
measurements since more sophisticated equipment is now available and 
precise knowledge of the air broadened water vapor absorption coefficient 
in the 10 ym region is of substantial  importance. 

The laser used for these measurement was a   Sylvania Model  948whicn uses a 
grating at one end for line selection.    Ihe laser has been modified 
slightly with tie addition of an inexpensive frequency stabilizer.    For 
the P20 measurements, the frequency stability was not necessary but the 
amplitude stability which resulted was helpful in increasing the 
reliability of the measurements.    For tin   R20 measurements, the frequency 
stability was essential since the transmittance is a rapidly varying 
function of frequency. 

B. Measurements on P(20) Line 

rn    I^LTf?! S!t 0f measurements described are for absorption of the P20 
CO2    aser line by pure water vapor.    The new measurements are presented 

eas 'squares ??? üiV! ^ °f "cC^    ^ "ashed line  reprelen s a 
Ihf 1 ^    ?       t 0f the new data t0 an ^Pression of the form k = ap2 

rerrele'Äroy's'alL91^ ^ ^ *** ^ ^ the ^^ 

The scatter in the data is an indication of the repeatability of 
measurements of cell transmittance with water vapor in the cell      The 
scatter in measurements ov evacuated cell  transmittance is much'less 
The scatter could be due to inability to determine water vapor pressure 
accurately enough, temperature effects,  or possibly water condensa- 
tion on the White cell mirrors.    Nevertheless, it is felt that the new 
measurements are probably more accurate than those of McCoy because of 
the more sophisticated experimental equipment available. 

19 
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The next set of measurements are for absorption of the P20 line 

^ftatSrrVap0r^ltr09en rnixturos at a total pU««urt of 760 torr    in 
!968. McCoy made seven measurements at different water vapor P^ssu^s 

mo0;3:^en^^o JawTleS/    ;nalyZin9 thiS data in conju'nc^on^Uh" s more extensive pure water vapor measurements he determined that the ;nr 

I 

(15) 4.32 x 10"6 p (P + 193p) km" •1 

sMd iTtolT ^^ ^"^ and P iS the t0tal Pressure. both 
Here 
expres 

14 P^O^^V^ Were laken With a water vaPor P^sur^ of 14.27 torr and total pressure 760 torr.    We also took sere data in 1974 

?974a
anedr ^rr^^l !??9l?L,fr0" 14 t0 15-1   iorr'    T^is  d t    for7' 

ll'i/ii I975 ^.P^ented in Table VIII with the 1974 values scaled 
to 14.27 torr using the expression derived by McCoy.    These most rlcent 

mlSÄ f4?27 tSr       C 0y S eXPreSS10n 9iveS •217 k,rl when 

TABLE VIII 

WATER VAPOR-NITROGEN ABSORPTION FOR THE P20 COo 
LASER LINE AT 944.194 cm-1 ' z 

Temperature is 23C to 25C; total pressure 760 torr. 

Date P^O k k' 
(torr) (km-1) (km-1) 

(at 14.27 torr) 

4/5/74 
8/16/74 

14 
14.27 

0.216 
0.231 

0.223 
0.231 
0.223 
0.220 
0.235 

10/24/74 
11/6/74 
3/75 

15.1 
15 
14.27 

0.247 
0.240 
0.235 
0.216 0.216 
0.246 0.246 
0.260 0.260 
0.250 0.250 
0.213 0.213 
0.217 0.217 

Average       o.230 
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All the measurements in Table VIII have been made using a cell 
whose temperature is determined by room temperature which varied from 
23C to 25C.    These temperature variations may account for some of the 
data scatter. 

Difficulties are encountered when attempting to describe the 
absorpUon by wfter vapor at 10.6 microns in terns of a simple theoretical 
model. 

A consideration of the Lorentz line shape ^ from l;"6 Tfitf** 
to the following expression for the absorption coefficient k in km '. 

(16) k = CpPe = Cp (P + (B - 1) p) 

Here C is a constant, p is the partial pressure. P is the total pressure, 
and Pe is the effective pres^jre. 

The approach McCoy useo to obtain Equation (15) was the following. 
For pure water vapor, Equation (16) may be wn cten 

(17) k = CBp2 = C/. 

McCoy then found C,  from his extensive pure water vapor data.    Substituting 
Ci   from Eq.  (17) into Eq,  (16) gives 

= r P (pb + Bp) (18) 

where C has been replaced by J- and Pb is the broadener pressure.    He then 

used one of his air-broadened data points which he believed to be quite 
accurate, substituted for k in Eq.  (18) and solved for B. 

(19) 
1 

W = r P (pb * Bp) 

or 

(20) B = 
Cl  PPb 

kexp. " C/ 

Using this procedure he obtained a value of !94 for B     Using the same 
procedure an5 the 1975 data, a value of 310 is obtained for B. 

In Equation (2) the denominator is obtained by subtracting two 
numbers which are not very different.    For instance, using the 1975 data 

22 
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in'iit^r'k30  ^n^15 -l^7'    TIerefo^. a small percentage error 
W  or CpZ would result in a much larger percentage error in ixp. 

kexp. " clP2 and therefore a large error in B. 

Another method of determining B is  to curve fit a n,,^      *    • 
broadened measurements at Hi ffp^nt „1VV f1t a nuniber of air- 

the for. ^ J B^n-^t^V^^-^^^'^Srt-r^e^^^r^r 0f 

I0 Tfh
a " »rr^-ltnlSÄJclenTti * crib9"t I TZ&X*** 

on 

(21) k = C5P' + ^f 

C      Measurements on the R20 Line 

line atlyTS^^-f^ ^ made 0f the absorPtion of the R20 C02 laser 
line at 975 930 cm ' by water-vapor nitrogen mixtures at 760 torr tnta 
pressure      The results of the measurements are shown in Figure 7     ?he 
data points represent distinct measurements made over a NHod of several 

Äa ^I^iirt^ris the ~ü,t of a ^-tpsq
rr.soffrtv^ai 

The fact that the data fit a straight line is an indication that the 

atei1^ Ve^ CL0Se t0.a Water VaP0r line-    An examn    tiinof a ca ! cu ated spectrum in the region of the laser line does indeed show a near 
coincidence of the laser line with an absorption line.    In th s situat on 
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PH20 <Torr) 

Fig.  7.    Absorption of water vapor at 975.930 cm-'. 
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i^ÄJ S !KÄ WÄTO ÄÄ 
coefficient as a functi 
constant. on of total pressure with the absorber pressure 

14 . Thlu ^n ^ shown ^ the allowing Tl.  13]      Fo 
line wUh fixed partial pressure, we have r an isolated Lorentz 

(22) k-l 11 (Z?77 
where k i-s the absorption coefficient. 

'•s»m" 
is the half width of the absorotion linp    Pn  - i  .*.     .    • 

te^erature and P in at^sphe^sf! bSÜTfl^^ a COnStant 

m XVwTt" 2 USS ?sffectiwe pre:sure Pe°the '-*«•- •»r 

U3) dk 
da 

fc. -I"! JAv^2 + a2 

C(Aw)1 ♦ a2)2 

to1 
= 0 

or, 

(24) a    =Av 

«MuST.^^^X^'rAi.'SA?a si"9,e 

(25) aoPe Av 
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_. 0.72 

100 120 140 160 180 

TOTAL    PRESSURE   (TORR ) 

Fig. 8.    Absorption at 975.930 cm"!  for 3 torr H20 vs total  pressure. 
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2,44 

50 70 90     110     130     150 

TOTAL PRESSURE ( TORR ) 

Fig. 9.    Absorption  =it 975.930 cm-1  for 10 torr ^0 vs total pressure. 

70 190 
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(31) a  = 
4iikV m 

WPB-P 

where a = absorption/length 
k = thermal  diffusivity 
T = anibient absolu.a temperature 
W = total beam power 
P = nominal pressure 
B = geometric constant 
p = pressure rise from nominal 

Thus, given the thermodynamic properties of the gas sample and the 
laser intensity, it should be possible to calculate the absorption 
having measured the pressure rise. 

The most serious difficulty encountered in th.s method is the accur- 
ate determination of the constant B.    This requires knowledge of the 
laser spot size in the spectrophone cell.    Any error in the determina- 
tion of the spot size will have a large effect on the calculation of B 
(and thus a). 

The second method to be considered requires irradiating a known 
gö   sample confined within the spectrophone and measuring the initial 
pressure rise.    The theory, tht;n predicts that tne initial slope of 
the pressure rise (as a function of time) is directly related to the 
absorption coefficient of the enclosed gas.    The defining expression 
has been shown [16] to be 

(32) 
Ü Pmax 4n k 

where A P       = maximum change in cell  pressure 
max * 

k = thermal  conductivity 
p = density of the gas 
C   = specific heat at constant pressure 

P    = laser power 

Y = specific heat ratio 

A P 
max 

2 
occurs at tmax i 

D_J_S. 

where D = spectrophone diameter 
t_.    = time at which heat loss  to the cell walls begins 

max 
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Tnis method requires that the pressure signal be accurately measured in 
the time mterval  t0 . t . t^. where t0 is the time required for S p 

to be uniformly distributed throughout the entire cell.    This method 
eliminates the problem of determining the laser spot size since it 
based only upon the change in pressure, laser power, and the thermo- 
dynamic properties of the sample gas in the rpectrophone. 

The experiments which are now underlay will  compare the above two 
direct methods and the White cell  comparison method.    ;  10 um COo laser 
will be used.    The spectropnone will be the differential model wRich 
was described in a previous  report [17].    For these experiments, an 
on-line digital computer will be used to facilitate data recording and 
analysis.    The program evaluates the pressure signal or its slope 
as required and also utilizes averaging and smoothing routines to 
reduce uncertainties. 

At the present time the experimental equipment has been completed 
but resuts have not been obtained. 

VIII.  DIODE LAStR SPtCTROSCOPY 

Measurements of line strength, half-width, foreign broadening 
coefficients, and transmittance have been made using a 1945-1980 cm-1 
bsl-x $ex diode-    Individual  laser modes scan an interval of about 

Pressures  from 0.1  to 760 torr have been  used. 0.8 
•x 

cm- 

CO? absorption has been studied for J = 24 to 48 of the R branch 
of the Tr0-00o0 band. 

N2O absorption has been observed for J = 12 to 27 of the P branch 
of the 20o0-01,0 band.    In addition, the Q branch of this band has been 
studied. 

Both pure and foreign broadening has been studied.    Broadening 
gases were nitrogen and helium. 

These results are being analyzed to produce tables of line 
strength and half-width and will be described in detail in an upcominq 
technical  report. 

In addition, measurements of water vapor absorption were made 
using the laser diode to simulate the 6-5 P(10)   ^1973.299 cm-1] and 
6-5 P(14) [1957.050 cm-1] ünes of the CO laser.    Good agreement 
with previous results was obtained. 
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IX.    DESIGN OF CO,  C02, AND DF PROBE LASER 
I 

The general experimental program requires stable lasers «jf low and 
moderate power which will operate at any of the wavelengths of interest. 
In some cases, a gas dynamic or chemical laser operates on spectra 
lines which cannot be obtained with an electrically excited laser (e.g., 

CO). 

The CO probe laser [18] previously used on this program was a 
cooled, sealed off system with a grating for J1^« ""• 212™' 
With a sealed off system, unexcited CO molecules exist between the 
electrodes and mirrors, and prevent laser operation at the lower 
v bratio^al  levels.    S nee these levels have become of greater interest, 
a flying system patterned after that of Djeu [19] with a one meter, 
mu^d nitrogen cSoled. active length and 1.5 meter grating-tuned 
optical cav?ty is being constructed.    This system was very briefly 
oSer"onal before mechanical  failure of the laser tube-    This port 
of the laser has been redesigned with jlass bellows and the new tub. 
?i now beinq mounted, and several other minor design modifications are 
iein^madT It is ejected to be operational shortly.    The main benefit 
of the ffoviing system is the opportunity to use a continuous helium 
flush inThe inactive region between the windows and electrodes, thus 
allowing operation at levels as low as the 1-0 band. 

A one meter grating-tuned CO? laser is also under construction 
it h^ r^mall bore water cooled active length, and employs an act ve 

ab    i  atio   C2o7circuit to control the PZT length control  to maintain 
operation a? line center.    Stable single line operation at several 

watts is expected. 

A one watt DF laser, following the design of HinchenJ^lL is 
being Sloped.    This s^tem uses a dc discharge in an SF6 mixture 
tnfnrni^ free fluorine, with the deuterium being injected in a 
subsonic flL channel  downstream.    Hinchen's system operated very well 

w?   hut its aain was marginal  for DF excitation.    Consequently, for 

struction is proceeding. 

  - 
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